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Design and Development Process
The previous images are meant to show the 
cost of making changes at different points in the 
Software Development Life Cycle.

● Analysis - Before a single line of code is 
written or a pixel is designed, you must 
know who your users are and what they 
need.

● Generation - Rough wireframes put 
together quickly and in multiple design 
options.

● Synthesis - A single idea from the 
generation stage is fleshed out to show all 
use cases and error states.

● Polish - Visual design takes wireframes 
and finalizes design with all fonts, colors, 
graphics, and icons.

● Implementation - Development and testing 
of the new design and functionality.

● Launch - Push the new design live to the 
users. Start again with analysis.







LifeLock - Onboarding

How We Are Solving Them

● Provide user a quick and easy way to 
get through the signup process

● Make each step as painless as 
possible

● Provide a short visual tour teaching 
users about key areas of the portal 
that will help them make the most of 
their membership

User Problems to Solve

● Users are unsure of what to do or 
where to go when they first sign up

● There is important information that is 
required that is not being collected 
during the purchase funnel

● Users do not know what other 
information they should provide after 
signup





LifeLock - Manage Account

How We Are Solving Them

● Rearranging all data into logical 
grouping

● Showing all customer data in one 
screen with clear access to edit and/or 
add information from that same place

● All adding and editing of data takes 
place in a lightbox so the user does 
not lose their sense of place.

User Problems to Solve

● Users do not know where to go to edit 
their information

● All of the information is hidden behind 
obscure titles

● There is currently too much 
explanation text on the manage 
account page and no actual 
functionality.





Motif - Signup

How We Are Solving Them

● Broke down the signup flow into 
manageable pieces

● Gave explanations of why we need the 
data and how we are securing it

● Allowed users to complete the signup 
without providing banking information.

User Problems to Solve

● Users were uncomfortable providing 
personal information (especially Social 
Security Number)

● Users were overwhelmed by the 
signup process and abandoned 
without completing

● Users frequently abandoned when 
asked to provide banking information





Motif - Refer a Friend

How We Are Solving Them

● Using an external API, we allow users 
to connect to their address books and 
social media contacts

● We provided a list of all referrals and 
their status

● We began putting internal ads across 
the site with a visual tie in linking to 
this new page.

User Problems to Solve

● The program was vastly unknown
● There was no easy way to get user’s 

address book, requiring user to copy 
and paste from one program to 
another

● There was no way to track the user's’ 
invitations and rewards





Asurion - Content Management

How We Are Solving Them

● Create a low barrier to entry
● Setup most things for users upon first 

use, easy customization if desired
● Allow for simple content management 

in the cloud so that users do not have 
to store on their phones.

User Problems to Solve

● Users often lose their devices or 
damage them beyond content retrieval

● Users often forget to backup their 
important photos, videos, documents, 
and contacts





Driscoll’s Berries - Site Redesign

How We Are Solving Them

● Easily dividing up the home page into 
large, well-labeled sections with 
lifestyle imagery

● Provide a large section devoted to 
recipes

● Provide a large section encouraging 
users to connect with the company 
and each other

User Problems to Solve

● Users had a hard time finding 
seasonal berry information

● Users did not know where to buy 
berries

● Recipes were hard to find
● There was no sense of community





Williams-Sonoma - Mobile Redesign

How We Are Solving Them

● Rearranged the page content so that 
the selection criteria is closely 
associated with the imagery

● The price updates automatically as the 
selections are made

● Navigation becomes multilevel.

User Problems to Solve

● Users could not see the effects of their 
selections on the product

● The price was unclear until the product 
was added to cart

● Navigation was single layer, causing 
users to load each page level to dig 
deeper into the site





Amazon - All Content Search

How We Are Solving Them

● We integrated multiple sources into 
the product search results allowing 
search the help directory from the 
product search box

● Surfaced contact us, gift registries, 
and brand stores through search 
results.

User Problems to Solve

● Searches for anything that is not a 
product (help, contact us, registry, 
etc…) would return poor results 

● Frustration was high when a user 
searched for “customer service” the 
returned results were often books 
about providing great customer 
service.





Amazon - Previously Purchased

How We Are Solving Them

● When an item purchased in the last 
year is within the top 100 results, that 
item is pulled to the top of the list and 
given special visual and text treatment

● Because the user is already familiar 
with the product, there is less need for 
product information.

User Problems to Solve

● Users frequently reported a hard time 
finding the same products again

● Relevance changes over time and 
what was at the top of results at one 
time may be a page down a month or 
so later.





Amazon - Hero

How We Are Solving Them

● When there is a high degree of 
specificity, the first result is blown out 
to include more content and larger 
imagery and text.

User Problems to Solve

● Users frequently reported that they 
didn’t understand why, when 
searching for something very specific, 
they still received thousands of results 
that all have the same weight and look 
and feel.





Amazon - Query Transformation

How We Are Solving Them

● When a user performs one of these 
types of searches from within a 
department, we transform the query to 
select the refinements and leave just 
the keywords behind

● We always provide a backout link in 
case we got it wrong

User Problems to Solve

● Users were constantly frustrated by 
their search results when they used 
keywords that matched department 
names or other refinements


